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(e-Newsletter of DSB International Public School, Rishikesh for private circulation only,
also available at www.dsbschool.net)

H
H
Shri
Brahm
Swaroop
Brahmchari Ji Maharaj felicitating
state Topper SAGAR GARG – 99.6%
class XII-Commerce and state second
and
district
topper
AASTHA
KANDWAL – 99.4% class X.

Mayor Smt. Anita Mamgai honouring our Chairman H H Shri Brahm Swaroop
Brahmchari Ji Maharaj with Corona Warrior Award for the Philanthropic
activities during ongoing pandemic.

From the Principal’s Desk
“Coming together is a beginning;
Keeping together is a progress;
Working together is a success”.
Henry Ford

Challenges are what make life interesting; overcoming them is what makes life meaningful.
The world in the first quarter of 2020 experienced one of the worst pandemic of the century and is
still in turmoil.
Amid this, Excellent Board Results brought a broad smile not only to D.S.Bians but also to the
entire town. I feel honoured and privileged to have Sagar Garg of class XII as State Topper with
99.6% and Astha Kandwal of class X with 99.4% as second in State and District Dehradun
Topper.
Having a vision that „success is the outcome of continuous efforts‟; we are looking forward to
introduce some changes in teaching-learning patterns that has been insinuated by NEP 2020
adhering with the objective of child-centered education.
I am grateful to our Chairman H H Shri Brahm Swaroop Brahmchari Ji Maharaj, whose
blessings and guidance functioned as a morale booster for us in this time of hardship. The extra
efforts put in by teachers to accept the challenge and manifest the quality of teaching in the era of
digitalization and technology with a single motive „Learning Should Not Be Ceased or Stagnate‟
was appreciated by one and all.
However education not only in terms of marks but the holistic development of child is the most
satisfactory outcome. Our e-newsletter is one such endeavor and a reflection of collective work of
students, parents and teachers. I am thankful to Parents for their continuous support.
“Reading gives us some place to go when we have to stay where we are.” So Stay Home Stay
Safe, utilize your time wisely and develop reading habits.

Happy Independence Day

Shiv Sehgal

Editorial Board
Of all the things we wear, our expression is most noticeable.
With

immense

pleasure

we

put

forward

our

expressions and creativity in our very first version
of e-Fragrance, which is an amalgamation of the
hard work of our students and the determination
of all those who have contributed to it.

Editors:
Ms. Ritika Chandani
Ms. Ankita Arora

Special Thanks to:
Chairita Aggarwal (XII-E)
Manya Chichra(XII-D)
Satakshi Gupta (XII-D)
Palak Bhalla (XII-E)
Sarthak Dhyani(XII-A)
Keya Bisht(XII-F)
Ashlee Agarwal(XI-A)

Feathers in the Cap.......
Once again DSBians have proved that..
“A Dream does not become reality through Magic;
It takes SWEAT, DETERMINATION and
HARDWORK”

Straight from the Heart of a DSBIAN.......
My journey at DSB began when
I was in prep class. Consistent
work is what pays you in the
future. This is the only reason
why I focusedon consistent
hard work. Everything boils
down to the amount of
knowledge and dedication you
have in your respective field.
This eventuallyled me to
achieve my goals.

My journey at DSB began
when I was in first grade. The
opportunities
and
encouragement that I got
from my teachers helped me
to develop as an individual. I
believe that it is collective
inputs from everyone around
you that bear fruit when you
perform well. I feel really
proud to be a DSBIAN.

Quality is better than quantity.
We don't need to study for
hours.
We
should
just
concentrate on the time we are
studying whether it's in school,
tuition or anything else.
Consistent study and hard work
is required to achieve the
goals.Hard work always pays off
whether it's now or a moment
later.

SagarGarg
XII (Commerce)

Saloni Singh

AsthaKandwal
X

XII (Science)

Salute to the Corona Warriors
Students expressed their gratitude to the Corona Warriors by creative writings and
beautiful drawings.
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INDIA is a land of “Diverse Cultures”, just like a rainbow.
It is beautiful because those different colors shine
together. In the similar way it is the power and magic of
Unity in Diversity, that adds up colour to our lives.
As a Social Science activity, students of class VI were
given an activity to represent their vivid cultures to which
they presented it beautifully by wearing the particular
dress showcasing and explaining about food and
culture in an interesting manner.

They showed that of whatever religion we are,
we are one and this makes our INDIA unique and
awesome. India is a place of reunion of many
religions and languages of the world. Here,
people from different cultures and religion are
found living in a peaceful and harmonious
manner.

“In spite of these diversities, Indians feel a sense of unity and oneness
among them. In the spirit of patriotism that binds us together as
ONE NATION.”

Lock-down Diaries
When I started writing this article, the first thing that came to my mind was that the title was too
cliché. Yet there was no other phrase that suited this article more. “Lock-down Diaries”: The
same as a diary, but with the virus lurking outside.
The board examinations were ongoing when the news of the Covid-19 spread. The first news of
the epidemic only saw a few students

This made me wonder one thing: We might need to
postpone the class party we were planning post-exams.
The party never happened.
AIIMS Rishikesh
wearing masks, and running jokes about namaste over handshakes. By
the time we realized it was a pandemic, the last exam of Class 10 had already been
canceled. We gave our last examination of Social Science, with half the number of students in
the classroom and more students wearing masks.
Lock-down did not affect my lifestyle by much. I still woke up (relatively) late and enjoyed my
day. The most changes I saw were in my father’s lifestyle. I was always proud to have my
genius parents. But seeing the rose petals shower from the sky on the 3rd of May, made my
chest swell with pride. My father is a doctor in AIIMS Rishikesh. I still see him staying late at night,
checking Covid reports and statistics. My mother is working as hard as ever. Lock-down was
like a vacation for our family: I relaxed; my parents kept working. Just like every vacation ever.
One thing that upset me was that many people were averse to the staff of AIIMS. I know the
amount of hard work put in by them. It's not a good feeling when you see people reluctant to
let the ones protecting them, inside their stores. I am glad there were at least a few banging
plates and drawing competitions, appreciating their hard
work.
Schools saw a vast change due to this pandemic. 23rd April
found an enthusiastic voice message welcoming us. Classes
have been continuing ever since, varying from recorded
Recovered doctor discharged

lectures to live meetings. Not being able to discuss the topics
with the teachers is inconvenient. Yet staying at home has

given the students time to explore the subject. I look forward to meeting our teachers of the
new session face to face. I miss walking to my classroom while chatting with my friends
already.
Talking of studies, the results of the board examinations were announced a few days ago.
Moments like these make me prouder of my school than ever. DSB was bound to be the
topper. I have always bragged about my school, the faculty and the staff. But it is a nice
feeling to have a list of names in a newspaper to back your words. Despite the changes we
are facing this year, I can bet on the fact, that we have many more upcoming toppers. Lockdown has brought about many online competitions. It had been ages since I had taken part in
so many. Ranging from art contests to writing programs, each one of them has been a
valuable experience for me. I hope it was the same for my peers.
The lock-down has given me the opportunity to look into myself. I have written
more poems than ever. Music in languages I do not understand fill my room. My mother has
found her passion in gardening. Delectable dishes are cooked every day. Staying idle has
made me wonder how hard my parents work. I ought to take a good look at myself.
The pandemic has affected us all differently: Vacation for one, Sleep with an empty stomach
for another. Debates are raging around, and we have to admit, these are tough times. India
has seen more than 18 lac cases, approximately 65% of which have recovered. We have
faced more than 38 thousand deaths.
Remaining at home has strained our relationships. At the same time, lock-down has made us
remember the people we had forgotten. I called my best friend in Pondicherry after so many
days. Everyone is conscious of the distance which no one cared for before Salwar- Kurtis are
being sold with matching masks now. Paint companies have started making hand sanitizers.
Online shopping is seeing a sudden boom in profit. High budget films are being released on
streaming apps in mobile phones instead of the big screen. DSB is releasing its first ever emagazine, instead of an end-of-the-year published magazine. I would have been writing for
the magazine on a sheet of paper, now I’m typing it on my laptop. Everyone is adapting.
Everyone is trying to advance.

"In the Middle of Difficulty lies Opportunities".
This came from the guy who said E=Mc2. So, this might be a thought worth
thinking about. This lock-down might be the chance you were waiting for.

SumedhaChowdhury (XI-B)

A PROMISE to ENVIRONMENT
On the occasion of World Environment Day (5th June) our Little DSBians took a small initiative in
taking care of the nature and the planet by planting up saplings at their ends.
Let's start an affair
Taking step upstairs
Making people aware
for the Environment welfare
Planting trees with care
Making green atmosphere
Kirti Sharma (VI-D)
It’s not yours,
not Mine.
It’s Ours. So lets
protect and
Nurture it
TOGETHER.

Grow
TODAY
for a Better
TOMORROW....

We don’t want to
Protect
Environment; we
want to CREATE a
World where the
Environment doesn’t
need Protection.

Over the years, humanity has seen many
wars. But currently we humans are going
through very unique war. Some scholars have
named this war to be World War III. This
war is undoubtedly a world war III. The only
difference is that the whole world is fighting
this war together unlike the previous world
wars which were fought between countries of
the world. The war I am talking about is none
other than the war against the corona
pandemic.
World is going through a tough time. People are losing their loved ones. Millions of people are
getting infected every week. Companies are going bankrupt. Employees are either getting fired
from their jobs or their salaries are reduced. Self employed businessmen are facing losses. In
short this pandemic has negatively affected our lives in some way or other. These problems would
not end when the pandemic ends. Post-pandemic effects are unimaginable. It would become very
difficult to bring our lives back on the right track. Unemployment ratio will become very high.
Food security would deteriorate. Poor would become poorer.
Thus it is very important to learn how to deal with the pandemic and economic losses. First of all,
we must ensure that we do not take any stress. Mental health is very important to lead a happy as
well as healthy life. We have to ensure that we do not waste our time repenting about what we
have lost.
Sometimes the bad times in our life put us on the direct path to the very best times of our
life. We should invest our time making plans about how to do things right again. It is must that
we do not panic or get scared of the disease. All the necessary precautions must be taken so that
we do not get infected. If we notice any symptoms, we must immediately rush to the doctors.

We should respect the police men, doctors, nurses, etc., who are selflessly working for our well
being. We, as a student should ensure that we do not irritate or disrespect the teachers who are
providing us with online education and making each possible effort to make us understand
concepts. Online education must be taken seriously by us.
Although this pandemic has given humanity an incurable wound, but it has, at the same time,
taught us many things. We have learnt the importance of spending time with our family. Usually
we get too busy with our daily routine and forget about our families. Spending quality time with
our families makes us free from all the mental stresses.
Pandemic has proved that everything around us is so temporary. All the things our lives
revolved around have gone for a toss as we are learning to live without them. It has taught
us that in the end it’s your own home and family that keeps you safe.
Also this pandemic positively affected the nature. The air became cleaner. Problems of water
pollution, global warming, etc, started vanishing automatically. This clearly depicts how we humans
directly affect the nature. Nature is stronger than us and it can heal itself. No matter how
advanced we get in science and technology, natural calamities like flood, earthquake, etc., can
never be prevented.
Hence I would like to conclude by saying that we have to deal this time. We must face the
circumstances and work towards achieving our goal, no matter how hard it gets.
“When everything seems to be going against you,
Remember that,
An airplane goes against a wind, not with it.”

Nimit Jain
XI A

DIGITAL REVOLUTION
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most
intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to
change.” – Charles Darwin
To quote Batman,” We are not the heroes Earth needs, but the
heroes Earth deserves.” In the 21st century, the era of digitalization,
the deepest of insights comes from the strangest of places. Most of
these superheroes are futuristic creatures who think out of the box.
However, we are all ordinary mortals who are discovering a whole
new world thanks to internet and digitalization.

ISHITA DHYANI

Everything and anything is just a click away.
Through the internet we have entered worlds which are not our own, but which have given us
valuable lessons of life. Now everything can be done online, whether it is paying a bill, booking
a movie ticket or talking to one’s relative abroad. Considering the present situation of COVID19 during this lockdown a student in a remote corner can benefit from the online courses
offered by the school teachers sitting at home, a branch of a company can have online
conferencing, even researchers can exchange information regarding new researches and
medicines. Finance has become easier to transact as digitization has made it easy to grasp. A
bedridden wife can order daily groceries again with a few clicks. Today, the internet helps us to
make our calculations and form filling that much easier. This pandemic even bought the
challenges for schools also and ours was the pioneer in taking up it as a challenge by starting
the online classes with the motive "learning should be continued”.
Of course a new digital world has its pitfalls. A lot of information comes with a lot of
misinformation and people can therefore be easily misled. Terrorism uses this digital world as its
tool in the war against love and humanity. As in every new venture, we have to put safeguards
in place. Otherwise more and more people will fall prey to online scams, cyber bullying and
cybercrimes.
Just like Icarus we have been gifted with the knowledge to create new wings on which to soar.
If we use our wings with caution and do not fly too close to the sun, our wings will not lead us to
disaster. With great power comes great responsibility and this responsibility decides our future.
The environment is being poisoned by destructive people. As we are connected, we have
smart phones, the digital media so we need to use our resources for good, not evil.

Covid-19 pandemic: A Worst nightmare.
Article by Mir Suzzanne Altaf, Class 9th
A living in a city that imposed shelter-in-place orders 4months ago, as of this
writing; my own life has been a mixed bag. I shifted to study at home pretty
easily, but it’s been hard finding a routine and avoiding distractions. I’m
connected with friends online, but I miss their physical presence. Plus, my
sleep and mood have suffered as anxiety looms over the future of our
society.Reflecting on this moment has been a learning opportunity for me and
for all of us a chance to focus more on what matters and to think about living life differently going
forward.Here are some lessons I want to hold onto.
Key to happiness: Many of us have been relying on social media and Zoom meetings to stay in touch
with people during the pandemic. I hope to have more physically distant backyard visits with friends
and family that will deepen my sense of common humanity.
Reducing stress: There have been a lot of things to stress out about during this pandemic, for sure.
However, one silver lining of staying at home is that it’s forced many of us to slow down some and
find new ways to manage stress and anxiety. Perhaps you’ve finally learned to meditate—something
you’d heard was good for you but never really attempted. Some have turned to drawingor playing a
musical instrument.
Showing gratitude matters: It’s pretty obvious that we should be grateful to the “essential workers”
during this time of shelter in place. Health care workershave taken on risks to themselves for the
benefit of everyone else.Even just saying “thank you” can go a long way toward building good will.
Showing gratitude not only feels good, it encourages more kindness and generosity
Act together: Only through group efforts we can do something to make a difference in the
trajectory of a worldwide threat. Working together for the common good has helped us fight the
pandemic and could bode well for solving other worldwide problems requiring cooperation—like
poverty, ethnic violence, and climate-based disaster.
That’s why I hope we will hold on to that lesson after we leave our homes. There is power in keeping
in mind our common humanity and our sense of interconnection. If we also remember the
importance of our relationships, resilience, gratitude, and doing with less, we can move forward into
our un-sheltered lives again with a renewed sense of purpose and tackle some of our most difficult
problems.

Let’s fLy together
O teacher, my respected teacher
Why don’t you teach somewhere else?
This online class took me in despair
Because it is strenuous for me to study without sleeping on my favorite cozy chair
My mind doesn’t imagine lithosphere or hydrosphere
But focuses on how many kills I have done in PUBG match so that I can compare
Pretending like I am listening to you isn’t unfair
Because I am the king of my lair

Adversities always present opportunities for introspection
But wait how much time you children need to understand this?
Why not stop yelling at the problems due to this lockdown operation
And start appreciating its bliss!
Pivot towards your studies, no matter the location
Because the teachers are working even harder to extricate you from abyss

Let’s cooperate with each other
Instead of giggling and chuckling, fly together with open feather
We together can play a role of pencil and rubber
Simultaneously we can best this pandemic time with lots of laughter.

Paridhi Tayal (XI-A)

Creativity: An

Box

C

reativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes and art is knowing which ones to keep. Through art and craft, we explore
our minds to the limits we never reached before. It makes us paint what we are and show it to the world in the painter’s
language. A deaf painter can express his feelings and emotions through his paintings better than his expressions. Paintings
have their own life and world that is actually derived from
the artist’s soul. Painting is another way of keeping a diary
Even the sweet little kids of pre-primary have done their
and the students of DSB had made a really good and
very best and gave an equal competition to the senior
impressive diary in this lockdown. They got so much time for students of our schools. After going through their crafts
self-discovery through their paintings, arts and crafts and of
and activities it is proved that every child has its own way
course their creativity.
of creativity. Some go with paintings and drawings while
A lot of drawing and painting competitions were
held during this lockdown, we are so glad that our students
also participated and performed extremely well in these fun
generating competitions. Some of the drawings and
paintings are being showcased here. All such creative work
shows that how art and crafts has played an important role
in this lockdown and have ignited students with creativity
and innovative ideas. Each and every one of us is an artist in
our way and this pandemic has given an opportunity to
bring out that artist within us.

some go with the craft work. Each of them has a unique
way of expressing themselves and their talents in art and
crafts. The work of these sweet little kids are also been
showcased below.
Dorothy Parker said, “Creativity is a wild mind and a
disciplined eye” and it actually true and I do believe it
specially after looking at these pictures.

DSB Creative Corner

“If your dreams don’t scare you, they’re not big enough.”

Today we are living in an era where there is a lot of competition in every field.
We should dream big. I have a dream to be a globally influential person. Many of my friends don’t even
think of that. They believe it’s impossible but impossible says I am possible. I see many people just going
to school and colleges as if someone is forcing them. By seeing them, one can clearly understand they
don’t have any interest in going to school. I just want to say to those students that this is the most crucial
age of the life between 15-30.
I believe that everyone should study hard till 12.After that they should go to a reputed college to get much
exposure. Then they should develop entrepreneurship skills. In this era, We can reach the peak within
three years. What all is needed for this is instant motivation and dedication. Lot of people are there on this
planet but all are not remembered, only those who go out from the crowd and come up with something
extremely different are remembered.
I firmly believe that Hardwork, smartwork is directly proportional to success. There is a wrong thinking
among the students that we have to do hard work only till 12th or college but my dear friend you would
have to work hard throughout your life if you want to achieve something big.
Now-a-days, it can be seen that people are seen spending lots of time on platforms,games,youtube and
other social media platforms.Their elder ones should make them understand that these all things are
increasing the distance between them and their goal. Goal is must in life. We all have some or the other
interest. The need of the hour is to explore our interests and excel in it .We should understand that
almighty has sent us on this Earth to create our name. We should never demand for end results. There is a
different process for everything. A baby is born after 9 months then how is it possible that you would get
good results without doing the process of hard work and sacrifice.
There is just a small difference between you and the exceptional personalities such as Elon Musk and the
difference is in thinking. It is that they dreamt big and you did not. I know that people may laugh or make
your fun after listening to your global vision but my dear friend remember that when you will reach your
goal they will be the people who will make you their idol. Always remember never follow the crowd. So,
follow your interest and do something great so that you will be remembered for years.
Results don't define you. Yes, if you are having a good result, it would give you a head start. On the other
hand, if not then, learn where you lacked and improve in that sphere. Just believe in hard work and
hustling, you will yourself see the exponential growth in your carrier. We should all work hard and make
our dreams come true and make our parents happy by fulfilling their wishes which they could not fulfill.
At last, I would like to say dream big and work exceptionally hard to achieve them.

“You have to be OK to be average
But EXTRAORDINARY to be at the top.”

Devansh Bartwal (XI-A)

Relationships are the essence of any festivity and it holds true for
any Indian festival. Raksha bandhan or rakhi is a special occasion to
celebrate the virtuous bond of love between a brother and a sister.
To commemorate this festival, a rakhi making activity was
organized by DSB International Public School for classes 1-5. This
activity was held on 2nd August 2020. Students displayed their
talents and made various colorful rakhis by using waste material.
Class I (sec.)
Jasmine
Poppy
Blue-bell
Tulip
Daisy
Marigold
Zinnia

Position I
Adhirath Rawat
Samarth Tiwari
Arnav Jain
Samriddhi Gaur
Khushboo Arora
Akshit Negi
Amay Raturi

Position II
Gaurish Garg
Ritesh Nautiyal
Navya Sinha
Rishit Negi
Arnav Agarwal
Atharva Kumar
Adhiraj Bhatnagar

Class II (sec.)
Carnation
Daffodil
Iris
Lily
Lotus
Orchid
Rose
Sunflower

Class III (sec.)
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Position I
Aadvik Bansal
Mannat Gaba
Sakshi
Aarzoo Negi
Ananya and Yogesh
Vishwas Bailwal
Samridhi
Akshita Raturi

Position I
Pearl Chawla
Sonakshi Gairola
Amay Agarwal
Shaurya Shah
Samiksha Goel
Arav Bijalwan
Ayushi Topwal
Sanidhya Raturi

Position II
Aaryan Pahwa
Yahvi Rana
Aditya Uniyal
Aradhya Jain
Divit Kukreti
Atiksh Dimri
Aditya Rana
Rudransh Badola

Class IV (sec.)
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Position III
Yash Mittal
Anuvrat Sajwan
Shivansh Lakheru
Anshuman Dogra
Akshaj Bhatt
Avantika
Labesh Raturi

Position II
Aradhya Gawri
Anindita Chandra
Devansh Nautiyal
Anvi Mishra
Madhav Gupta
Rishiraj Jaguri
Ansh Shivhare
Amishi Gupta

Position III
Ramansh Garg
Prakhar Anand
Supriya Dangwal
Aarav Aggarwal
Ansh Basliyal
Vaishnavi Rana
Sarthak Chauhan
Rishika Sharma

Position III
Diva Gaur
Arnav Uniyal
Khush Manahan
Vedansh Negi
Adwika Bhatt
Abhinav Kailkhura
Harleen Chawla
Jivika Binjola

Position I
Ansh Nautiyal
Nehal Aggarwal
Siddhi Porwal
Gouri Gupta
Venya Mittal
Vihaan and Vidit
Anushka Raturi
Kulbeer Singh
Anveshak Mishra

Position II
Ishika Rana
Arun Panwar
Devanshi Negi
Amrityam
Virdhi Uniyal
Mananshi and Vaishnai

Nishant Dhaka
Priya Bijalwan
Prakhar and Anant

Position III
Akshita Negi
Sarthak Ramola
Divyanshu Petwal
Akarsh Agarwal
Unnati Joshi
Raghav and Pahal
Tanmay Rawat
Jahanvi Bahuguna
Drona Kala

Class V (sec.)
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Position I
Arnav Bhargava
Ahaana Verma
Aanya Garg
Aditya and Divyanshi
Swati Verma
Shourya
Pratishtha Dangwal
Anirudh Bhatt

Position II
Suhani Goel
Hitesh Kumar
Riddhima Agarwal
Nainishiya Talwar
Naitik Bansal
Saavi Sharma
Varnit Rawat
Avantika Petwal

Position III
Mukt Tyagi
Paras Thapliyal
Aarav Rawat
Abhay Kainthura
Sargam Ramola
Divyanshu Mourya
Pratibha
Shrishti Bhatt

Intra-class online Solo Singing Results (Class I)
Position I
Aditya Kanswal
(I Marigold)
Avika Painuly
(I Daisy)

Position II
Akshit Negi
(I Marigold)
Aarush Kalura
(I Bluebell)

Position III
Taha Ibrahim
Ansari (I Poppy)
Srawan Kuliyal
(I Zinnia)

Consolation prize
Paridhi Lasliyal
(I Bluebell)
Samriddhi Gaur
(I Tulip)

Intra-class Hindi Story-telling Results (Class II)
Position I
Somya Chinwan
(II Carnation)
Prakhar Anand
(II Daffodil)

Position II
Pratyusha Thakur
(II Lilly)
Srishti Rawat
(II Sunflower)

Position III
Avni
(II Daffodil)
Daksh Dwivedi
(II Rose)

Consolation prize
Taniya Bhatt
(II Lilly)
Sukriti Gauniyal
(II Rose)
Marvi Bahuguna
(II Lotus)

Intra-class Poem Recitation Results (Class III)
Position I
Rachit Negi
(III E)
Arunoday Singh
(III H)

Position II
Aridhi Uniyal
(III A)
Akshaya
(III C)

Position III
Yuvika Ale
(III A)
Arzoo Negi
(III D)

Consolation prize
Priyanshi Mittal
(III B)
Avni Rawat
(III G)

Talent cannot be lockdowned….. and that’s what our little DSBians have
proved in this pandemic period.
Heartiest Congratulations to all of them !!

Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass
It’s about learning to

in the storm.

And, that’s exactly the little DSBians have done, beating the hard time and using
the storm sound as their music.
No proper stage, no
audience, just
unstoppable feet.

”Solo Dance Competition”
held on 1st August 2020,
for Class IV, through the
Onlineplatform.

First Position
ParinitaBisht (IV-C)
Aradhya (IV- D)
Second Position
Kanika (IV-B)
KavyaUpadhyay (IV-G)
Third Position
AditiUniyal(IV-F)
Vaideek Gupta (IV-E)

Such online competitions helps in keeping the students engage in
productive activities during their stay inside their houses. It
became like a FAMILY project, as brother/sisters became the
Choreographers, Parents, the Camera Person and followed by
Grandparents as their all-time favorite FANS. A large number of
students participated in the competition. Students took parts with
full of enthusiasm and zeal and showcased their talent.
Crossing Boundaries with talent....
To commemorate India’s 74th Independence day Maa Anandmayee
Memorial School organised “The Freedom Fire” Inter school Solo
Dance Competition, in which Alya Chabra of class I from our school
secured 2nd Position.

CREATIVE LEARNING WITH LITERATURE IN TIMES OF HARDSHIP
“All the world’s a stage, and all the men and
women merely players. They have their exits and
their entrances, and one man in his time plays
many parts, his acts being seven ages”

or

“Doubt thou the stars are fire,
Doubt that the sun doth move,
Doubt truth be a liar, But never
doubt I love”.

These are two most profounding words quoted by the English laureate 'WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE', who has always
enlightened our mind with deep thoughts.
But in these Modern and ever changing times, the old and classic
way of teaching is far beyond us. Today’s children need
something more. More interactive, more challenging. Something
that’ll get these very words imprinted in their minds. And thus,
the creativity of teachers has rooted the same essence of deep
thoughts with different ways.
Citing to this, students of Class 5 won great appreciation when
the words of stories were introduced by them in their own
creative way and secured the following positions:
1st
Paurvi Nayyar (5th E) & Aishit Rawat (5th H)
nd
2
Srishti Panwar (5th C) & Swapnil Mishra (5th C)
rd
3
Samridh Chauhan (5th H) & Mukt Tyagi (5th A)
Consolation Divya Sharma- 5 A & Ahaana Verma- 5 B
Poetry, another great and creative way of expressing feelings
and emotions that one may not be able to so easily speak.
There are new ways and exciting methods for a student to
understand and fall in love with Literature. Competitions
where a students have used their creative juices flow and
freely write on topics that they understand and relate too is
just one step forward. Challenges like creative writing,
storytelling, poetry contests and slogan making on topics
relevant with current situations will help a student grow and
learn their own style and take on situations.

With the current pandemic, teaching has seen a
complete and dizzying overturn. Teachers and
Students are adjusting and getting used to this new
way of living and learning. Times are changing, and so
are methods. But that doesn’t dull the spark that
ignites one to learn or one to teach.
Just like the nature never gets deceased but gets
enhanced when situation like pandemic goes on
similarly the passion never gets fade away, rather it
meliorates when given apt circumstances.

Result of Class-wise Intersection Competitions
इन लॉकडाउन की स्थिस्ियों में भी बच्चों के व्यस्ित्व के स्वकास के स्लए
हमारे स्वद्यालय डी.स.बी. इं टरनेशनल ने कक्षा ६ के स्लए हहदी थवरस्िि
प्रस्ियोस्ििा का आयोजन 07/08/2020 को ककया िा स्जसके पररणाम स्नम्नस्लस्िि हैं:1.
2.
3.
4.

Aashvi Bisht
(VI-I)
Aarna Mishra
(VI-G)
Dev Chaudhry and Pranshur Mittal
(VI-E)
Ankur and Dhwani
(VI-D) (consolation prize)

Due to the school not being able to open, new creative ideas were introduced to
Conduct co-curricular activities this year. Students of class VII were encouraged
To participate in a poster making competition via power point slide. The results
For the same are as follows:1. Mauli Bansal
(VII-E)
2. Aparajita Chandra
(VII-A)
3. Rishabh Singh Rawat
(VII-I)
Unlike class VII, class VIII has displayed their creative minds on papers
Using color and imagination. The results for poster making Competition
For class VIII turns out to be as noted below:1. Vivek Joshi
VIII -D
2. Prakshal jain
VIII -A
3. Atharv Agarwal
VIII -D
Listen up, the first ever Online English Debate Competition was organised on
08.08.2020 by the English Department. The session was judged by Prof.
Soumitra Roy, Associate Prof. Kazi Nasrul, Islam Mahavidyala, West Bengal.
The winners of the debate competition are:
1. Sumedha Chowdhury (XI-B)
(Mandakini)
2. Sanya Arora (XI-D)
(Alaknanda)
3. Ishita Arora (IX-A)
(Mandakini)
Another proud moment for DSB International public school as two of our students have secured 1st and 2nd position in a
National Level Online English Debate Competition organized by St. Joseph's Group of Institutions, Chennai on 6th
August, 2020.
The topic of the debate was"Desirable for growing up teens" Conservative disciplining or cordially coordinating on which
three of our school students kept their opinions for and against the motion as per their choices. There were eight
members in the final round selected from every corner of India. Our students spoke really well and the result is that
Niharika Bisht of class XI has secured the first position and Srishti Bhat of class X has stood second.
The entire school is extremely delightedand proud to hear this incredible news. The diligent work, research and
arrangement of the students really paid off. The Principal congratulated those talented students and said "May this
achievement prompt a more prominent accomplishment in the days to come for all DSBians."
The Chairman HH Shri Brahmswaroop Brahmachari ji Maharaj has also congratulated our winners and also wished this
achievement prevail in their future as well as the future of the school.

HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE WINNERS!

The doors that the STEAM program has opened providing immense opportunities for our country will enable
the kids of today to reimagine tomorrow in a sustainable manner using science as a key tool.

I

n the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, today across the world, science has once again proved to
provide the solution to the most complex problems, however what is to be highlighted is how
millions of people around the world have resorted to creativity as a tool to not only fight boredom
but establish some sort of normalcy in their lives. Kids are no behind. It is astounding how the mind
of a 6 year old can find imaginative solutions to various day to day issues.
The STEAM learning program which stands for SCEINCE TECHONOLY ENGINEERING ARTS AND
MATHEMATICS focuses on exactly this aspect of a child; it inculcates creativity with critical thinking and
problem solving, while encouraging innovative solutions to address the problems of tomorrow.
DSB International Public School has realized the significance of STEAM and how it can help build a more
cohesive, collaborative, sustainable and greener society of tomorrow. DSB has aligned its objectives with
the sole focus on the growth and development of their students with the honorable Prime minister’s
vision of AATMANIRBHAR BHARAT and the ATAL INNOVATION MISSION launched by NITI Aayog.
DSB has made sure the learning of its
many opportunities that STEAM can
unique ways to connect with

SCIENCE

students continues keeping in mind the
unlock. It has devised many new and
its students.

TECHONOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
DSB International along with
THE CONSTRUKT INSTITUTE
has
conducted
many
activities
and
online
competitions to keep students
engaged during lockdown.
ARTS
ENGINEERING
The
TEACHERS
of
DSB,
especially
the
SCIENCE
DEPARMENT
has
made
concerted efforts in this
direction, providing the young minds with ample opportunities for growth and mental exercise.

Beginning with our 3rd graders, Teachers of DSB organized a poster making competition on SAVE
WATER and students participated enthusiastically.

"Science knows no country, because knowledge belongs to humanity, and is the torch which illuminates
the world."

The need for the 3R’s or RECYCLE, REUSE and REDUCE cannot be emphasized enough. The kids were
encouraged by their teachers to make charts and posters to spread knowledge and awareness.

Pure mathematics is, in its way the poetry of logic. - Albert Einstein

COVID-19 has had a devastating impact on the global economy, health and education, however, there is
always light at the end of the tunnel. With worsening climate change, COVID-19 has provided us with the
time to stop and think about the impact of humans on earth while the nature heals on its own.

Finally, we have the winners!

The entire DSB family is working day and night to minimize the impact of COVID-19 on the learning of
the students and to teach from home in the best way possible. This is a clear proof of that.

New era of education
New Education Policy was launched on Wednesday, 29 July 2020.
NEP 2020 aims at “India as a global knowledge superpower”. This policy places a
welcome emphasis on a holistic , learned centered, flexible system that seeks to transform
INDIA into a vibrant knowledge society. It rightfully balances the rootedness and pride in
India as well as acceptance of the best ideas and practices in the world of learning from
across the globe.
The main feature of this policy:a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

NEP 2020 will bring two crore „out of school‟ children back into the main stream.
The 10+2 structure of school is to be replaced by 5+3+3+4 structure
corresponding to ages 3-8, 8-11, 11-14 and 14-18 respectively.
NCERT will develop a national Mission on Foundation Literacy and Numeracy
by the Education Ministry.
A National Book Promotion Policy is to be formulated.
NEP emphasis on setting up of GENDER inclusion fund and also Special
Education Zones for disadvantage regions and groups.
Vocational education, creative combination of subjects, multi-disciplinary.
Public and private higher education institutions will be governed by the same set
of norms for regulation, accreditation and academic standards.
New teacher training board will be set up for all kinds of teachers in the country.
UGC and AICTE will be merged.
The syllabus will be reduced to core knowledge of any subject only.
More focus on student practical and application knowledge.

The policy aims at 100% literacy
DSB INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL is one the greatest supporter of this new
policy. The records of the school cannot be mentioned in just few words regarding
interest-developing-activities. School is not only compassionate about developing
toppers but also gives priority to guitarist, athletes, artist, singer etc.
From the past two years, DSB SCHOOL‟s FOUNDATION branch is working on this
policy and developing toddler‟s mind with a mixture of modern education.
With more support from the stakeholders, we wish that each child fulfills his dream of
what they want to be and not what others see them to be.
Aanya
8th-D

Parents Feedback
We as DSB Family appreciate and thank all the Parents for encouraging and motivating
us during this difficult time. It was a collective effort which kept learning going on.
Good afternoon Ma’am..
We are glad to see that we have been blessed to have
a good teacher like you for our daughter.
In this pandemic when our child is not going to school
and it could become difficult for parents to teach
them but your support and expert guidance has made
us to achieve this goal. We like your attentiveness
towards our child's assessment work and shows
correction work instantly.....
We are very pleased to see that how you handle our
queries as well as of our kid left with no confusion..
Thanks for being available there every time when we
need your support..
Regards
Isha Thapa Tariyal & Vikrant Tariyal
Hello ma’am
It is very good experience for us. There is no gap
between teacher, student and education without
going to school. We are thankful to school and all the
teachers who have taken this responsibility of online
classes.
Regards
Manoj kapruwan (Father of Maitri Kapruwan)
Hi I m Deepti Gupta ... Tanmay' mom.
I also appreciate online classes...it helps to interact
between teachers and students ....I want that in these
classes teacher check students class work also.
Thanks to all teachers for their great efforts.
It was so convenient and a nice experience of having a
conversation with my child's teacher from home in
this pandemic. Thank you so much ma'am for all the
efforts of yours and other teachers. With your
guidance, my son has developed into a confident and
capable child....
Regards
Parents of Dev Chaudhary (VI E)
Good morning sir,
As we all know, this is Pandemic period and all of us
are at their homes. In this time some of the people
are encouraging us to fight them. I appreciate your
efforts that you are doing not to stop the learning of
our children. Your efforts are satisfactory
Thank you
Regards Silky Arora (Mother)

Thank you ma’ams for a very good job. We are very glad to see
your dedication for students and education. Our child Shruti is
enjoying class at home too much. It is marvellous act from
school. We want to convey thanks and good wishes to all the
teachers.
Parents of Shruti Sharma (Class IV B)
It was so convenient and nice experience of having a
conversation with my child's teacher from home in this
pandemic. Thank you so much ma'am for all the efforts you are
putting for our kid development.
Your patience and
commitment towards our child improvement is really
commendable. The way you taking pain by taking extra classes
online one to one to solve doubts are exemplary. Thanks once
again.
Regards
Pawan Goyal and Priya Goyal (Parents of Aarav Goyal)
Online interaction is really a new experience for both of us and
it's really an exciting experience for me and my daughter and
whole daffodil section is very lucky that they have a such a
supportive, cooperative and very caring teacher. Thank you
ma’am. Only because of you every child feels very comfortable
and this will be seen in her progress card.
Thank you so much mam
Good Afternoon Ma’am we appreciate your hard work and
dedication towards my kid Viaan . Very good teachers and it is
really helpful my child has learnt a lot of things I am very happy
with school, teachers and staff.
Regards
Parents of Viaan saini (Prep Doremon)
It was so convenient and a nice experience of having a
conversation with my child's teacher from home in this
pandemic. Thank you so much ma'am for all the efforts u r
putting for our kid's development. Your patience and
commitment towards our child's improvement is really
commendable....
Feedback from- Sneha father (7th E)
I am Ved Prakash Gupta, father of Satakshi Gupta (Class XII).
The online classes organised for accountancy and the videos
uploaded on YouTube are proving extremely helpful to keep up
with studies in times of crisis. I, thank you, for the time and
effort the school is investing so that the students can continue
their education.

